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TONE OF VOICE

DESIGN & BRAND GUIDELINES





WHO IS MARIA?  

Maria is the brand icon of casino in an online world. She’s a moderniser, 
forging a personalised online casino environment that’s exciting for both 
men and women, allowing them to fully experience the exhilaration of 
gambling on their mobile, laptop and PC. 
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OUR PHILOSOPHY

We believe that a personalised online environment deepens player 
engagement and loyalty.
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OUR PROMISE

To offer our customers the most thrilling online casino experience.
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OUR BRAND VALUES

Reliable
We offer a seamless digital gaming experience that’s both robust and responsive. 
We build trust amongst our players by consistently providing a reliable platform 
that delivers a thrilling experience with security intact.

Transparent
We are confident in what we offer and have no issue with being open about our 
products and services. The more accessible we become, the more trust we portray.

Passionate 
As part of the Unibet Group we are passionate about casino and games and believe 
in providing our customers with the best casino experience in our core markets.
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OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES

We are committed to providing our players 
with a deeply satisfying gambling experience.

We strive to deliver extraordinary service, 
seeking to anticipate our customers’ needs.

We act with probity and actively advise, assist 
and help our customers to play responsibly.

We demonstrate the truth of these principles every day, and 
see their wisdom reflected in our customer relationships, our 

working partnerships and our own professional pride.
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OUR DECLARATION

We modernise the online casino experience.

We personalise, personalise, personalise.

We never settle for second best.
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OUR CHARACTER
— MARIA

Maria’s experience is both profound and hypnotic and she’s not 
ashamed to whisper to you what she knows. She commands from a 
position of authority and is respected by both and men and women. 
She makes life more glamourous and exciting by offering players an 
exciting online environment to enjoy the thrill of casino. She believes 
where there’s adventure, there’s reward.

Backstory 
Maria’s no Bond girl and certainly never went to boarding school. She believes 
that persistence + talent = luck and with a head for figures she chose her own 
path; studying for a degree in maths whilst working nights as a croupier to pay 
for it. Seeing an opportunity to offer players the personalisation she knows they 
desire, she’s now taking the biggest gamble of her life by setting up her own online 
casino—and she’s not afraid to shout about it.

“You never know what life is like, until you have lived it”
- Marilyn Monroe
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HER PERSONALITY

Thrilling
She offers players a captivating environment in which to enjoy the excitement 
of casino. She offers a pathway to adventure and an escape from monotony.

Charming
She’s self-confident, independent and destined to enjoy herself, she never settles 
for second best. She’s in no doubt about her ability to charm and entertain.

Inclusive
She believes that gambling can be enjoyed by all adults as a legitimate form of 
entertainment and therefore offers as many games for as many people as possible.

Smart 
She’s mastered the fundamentals of the casino world and is now creating a new 
and exciting online environment. She offers a compelling alternative to other forms 
of entertainment. 

Skilled
Her skill at offering an online casino with a personalised environment is what 
sets her apart from her competitors. She represents the new generation of 
personalised gambling.
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OUR TONE OF VOICE  

Now we know who we are, we can understand our voice.
It embodies all of Maria’s personality traits – ‘thrilling, charming, smart, inclusive 
and skilled’. It’s exciting, personal and NEW.

What is tone of voice?
It’s the way we write and speak, what we say and how we say it. It’s defined by our 
principles, personality and brand aspirations.

Why is it important? 
It helps us stand out from our competitors. It improves our customer experience. 
It allows us to get our message across effectively. It influences and persuades. It 
builds trust by helping customers see us as an authentic, unified brand.
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When talking to our customers via written communication there 
will only ever be two voices; Maria’s and the Maria Team’s. Think 
of Maria as the boss of the casino; there will be times when she 

wants to communicate directly with her customers and other times 
when it’s more practical that her employees do it for her. Maria will 
always talk in the first person and the Maria Team will always talk 

in the third person.

LOOK WHO’S TALKING?
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Always try and be as clear and brief as possible no matter who’s 
communicating; Maria or the Maria Team. Remember we don’t 
use long, fancy words to sound clever, or complicated sentence 
structures that confuse our message. We keep it simple. Even if 
the offer or promotion is confusing, we break it down so it’s easy 

to understand. Remember customers are often lazy when it comes 
to written communication, and often skim read, so keep your 

message as brief and as easy to read as possible.

BE CLEAR AND BRIEF
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Maria Casino offers a pathway to a new world offering our 
customers the chance to escape the boredom of their day-to-day 
life. We’re selling the opportunity for them to immerse themselves 
in a world that offers the tantalising prospect of winning money. 
It’s about escape, adventure and reward. We’re not selling ‘fun’ or 

‘laughter’ we’re selling ‘excitement’ and ‘pleasure’.

OFFER ESCAPE AND ADVENTURE
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Do you understand what you’re trying to communicate?

Are you writing as ‘Maria’ or the Maria Team?

Is your content useful, interesting or exciting?

Does it contain a call to action?

Is the message time-specific?

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER BEFORE YOU 
WRITE TO A CUSTOMER.
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OUR HOUSE STYLE

Use British English, not US English

Centre, not center.
Colour, not color.

Licence, not license.

Money

£10, £100, £1,000
NB: When writing in a foreign language

 the Euro Symbol has a space and can move.
Estonia & Finland 10 €

 Holland € 100 

Times and Dates

2.30pm
Sunday 11 February 1016

2.30pm, Sunday 11 February 1016

When referring to a tab on the website

‘Bonuses’
‘My Account’

‘My Wallet’

Use these sparingly

Exclamation marks!!!
BOLDING

CAPITALISATION 
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ALWAYS USE THE CORRECT 
TERMINOLOGY

Bonus Money

Deposit Bonus

Free Spins Bonus

Free Bonus Money

Active Bonus

Reward Bonus

Free Spins

Opt-in 

Opt-out 

Gameplay
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LEXICON OF USEFUL WORDS

You

Yours 

World

Dream

Personal

Escape

Create

Perfect

Now

Choice

Discover

Adventure

Reward

Celebrate

Imagine

Exceptional

Love

Stunning

Desire

Destiny

Experience

Play

Free

Exciting

Thrilling

Don’t Use

Grab

Amazing

Bargain

Brilliant

Hey!

Yo!

What’s up?
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LEGAL

While each region is different and market rules change rapidly, here 
is some basic advice to follow when communicating.

Content for gambling must not:

Portray, condone or encourage gambling behaviour that is socially irresponsible 
or could lead to financial, social or emotional harm;

Be likely to be of particular appeal to under 18s, especially by reflecting or 
being associated with youth culture;

Exploit the susceptibilities, aspirations, credulity, inexperience or lack of 
knowledge of children, young persons or other vulnerable persons; 

Suggest that gambling can be a solution to financial concerns, an alternative 
to employment or a way to achieve financial security;

Link gambling to seduction, sexual success or enhanced attractiveness. 
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EMAILS - OFFERS 
  

ONLY MARIA COMMUNICATES VIA EMAIL TO OUR CUSTOMERS.

I’ll DOUBLE YOUR 
MONEY INSTANTLY
Dear Andor,

I’ve just credited your account with a Deposit Bonus giving you the chance to double 
your money instantly. Follow my instructions below and enjoy playing your favourite 
games on your laptop, mobile or tablet.

How to claim your Deposit Bonus

1. Opt-in to the offer under the ‘My Bonuses’ section of your account.
2. Make a deposit of £10 or more.
3. I’ll double your deposit instantly and credit it to your account. 

Yours truly,
Maria

DOUBLE MY MONEY
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EMAILS - FEEDBACK 

TELL ME WHAT 
YOU REALLY THINK 
Dear Andor,

I’d love to hear what you think of my new website. As one of my loyal players your feedback is 
always appreciated and welcome. It helps me continue providing you with the games you want 
with the promotions you desire. Remember the more I know, the better I can serve you.

To make it easy for you I’ve created an easy-to-follow survey that should only take about 
5 minutes to complete. Just click on the button below to get started.
 

Yours truly,
Maria

START 5 MIN SURVEY
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EMAILS - GAMES 

YOUR CHANCE 
TO PLAY FOR FREE
Dear Andor,

I’m offering you the chance to try one of my popular slot games by giving you a £5 Free Bonus Money.
 
Simply open one of the three slot games below before after 11pm, Wednesday 23 February and I’ll 
instantly credit your account with a £5 Free Bonus Money.

1. TORNADO: FARM ESCAPE
Set off on a stormy adventure with farm animals 
that are swept away from their rural life.

2. STARBURST
If you like energising, vibrant slots that enchant 
you with their magical sparkle look no further.

3. FLOWERS
Be surrounded by friendly, smiling flowers and 
be reminded of summer with this unique game.

Yours truly,
Maria
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EMAILS - BIRTHDAY  

A BIRTHDAY GIFT 
FROM ME TO YOU
Dear Andor,

I want to wish you a Happy Birthday by offering you 
Free Spins on the popular Flowers slot game.

Simply log-in to your account and open the Flowers game page 
on your PC, mobile or tablet before 11 pm, Sunday 23 February 2016.

Wishing you a wonderful day.

Yours truly,
Maria

PLAY FLOWERS NOW
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ONSITE PROMOTION 

CLAIM YOUR £5 FREE 
BONUS MONEY
This is your chance to be rewarded for playing our exciting Bingo side games.
 
Play for £30 or more on any* Bingo Mini Games (except Roulette Bingo) on your PC, 
mobile or tablet between midnight Friday 18 September and 11pm, Monday 21 September 
and you’ll receive your £5 Free Bonus Money by 5pm, Tuesday 22 September.

MINER MOE
Land 3 or more bonus symbols on the leftmost reel and 
you’ll get to instruct Minor Moe on where he should start mining. 
All the treasures he uncovers are yours to keep!
 
KING STONES
Win up to £5,000 on this enchanting slot, featuring glistening stones 
set across a dark backdrop with GIANT wild symbols that replace all 
other symbols to complete your wins!

OLD MACDONALD
Unlock the Free Spins Bonus feature with 3 or more bonus symbols 
on the reels. If the animal sound symbol matches the animal symbol,
you’ll enjoy an extra special prize.

CHARMORMA
Choose one of the charms as your lucky symbol and if you hit a winning 
combination with that charm, your win will be multiplied by up to 20 times!

All Bingo Mini Games can be found on the right-hand side of the Bingo Lobby, 
or at the top right of the Bingo client when you enter any Bingo room

Courtesy of the Maria Casino Team
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ONSITE PROMOTION 

EXPERIENCE LIVE CASINO 
WITH A FREE BONUS MONEY
This weekend we’re giving away a £5 Free Bonus Money for you to experience the thrill of Live Casino.

To claim your £5 Free Bonus Money opt-in under the ‘Bonuses’ section of your account 
before 11pm, Sunday 18 January and enter the Live Casino lobby. You’ll discover a world 
of real tables and professionally trained casino dealers allowing you to play Roulette, 
Baccarat and Blackjack LIVE on your PC, mobile or tablet.

Courtesy of the Maria Casino Team
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BANNERS - ACQUISITION 

MARIA TEAM

1ST MESSAGE MESSAGE

2ND MESSAGE

MARIA

EXPERIENCE THE 
BEST OF CASINO

Deposit £10
Play with £30
+ 40 Free Spins

“Join me at Maria Casino tonight and if you deposit £10
I’ll give you £30 to play with, plus 40 Free Spins.”

- Maria
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BANNERS - RETENTION 

GET MORE 
FREE SPINS

When you make a second deposit 
on your mobile today.

“If you make another deposit today I’ll give you more 
Free Spins because loyalty is always rewarded.”

- Maria

MARIA TEAM

1ST MESSAGE MESSAGE

2ND MESSAGE

MARIA
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SMS

Fancy 100 Free Spins on Starburst? 
Play Rainbow Riches before 11pm tonight
PLAY NOW:(add url 25 characters..)
Free Spins added by 5pm 18/08
Stop SMS: MSTOP to 60777

NB: Must be 160 characters long or less

ONLY THE MARIA TEAM COMMUNICATES VIA SMS
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DESIGN & BRAND GUIDELINES

 LOGOTYPE



The New Maria Casino logo is confident, distinctive and bold. It is designed to work 
across a variety of collateral and communications. 

Further guidance on the logotype’s usage can be seen throughout the brandbook.

MASTER LOGO  
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MASTER LOGO 
W/ TAGLINE
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M ICON

In certain instances where using a full logo is impossible, the M icon can be used to signify the 
Maria Casino brand. Where possible, the icon should be used in isolation, removed from the full 

logo. Further guidance on the logotype’s usage can be seen throughout the brandbook.
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LOGO AND ICON MINIMUM 
SIZES PRINT/DIGITAL  

60mm

60mm

10mm

PRINT DIGITAL

160px

160px

20px

The logo and the icon must always be readable.

These are the minimum sizes for print and digital. Whenever the logo has to be 
smaller than the minimum size it must be replaced by the icon.
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This zone is the minimum area that must always be kept free of 
any type, or graphic elements. 

The exclusion zone is measured by using the height and width of the M Icon. 
No type patterns of graphics or edges of other graphic elements must fall within this area.

The clear space around the logotype may be greater than, but not less 
than the minimum area stated.

MASTER LOGO 
EXCLUSION ZONES 
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M ICON 
EXCLUSION ZONES 
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Variations of the logo have been created for instances when it is not possible to use 
the the Master Logo. In order for the logo to remain consistent these options should 

be used when the background colour or image dictates.

In instances where reproduction restrictions apply (e.g. printing in black and white) 
the logotype can appear in a single colour as instructed here.

LOGO/ ICON
VARIATIONS 
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The logotype has been specially created - it must never be redrawn or altered in any way.

These examples show the logo used in a variety of ways which are not permitted.

Reproduction of the logo should always be from the master digital artwork files. 
No elements of the logo should ever be recreated. This applies to all versions of the logo.

EXCLUDED LOGO AND 
ICON APPLICATIONS

Modified proportions Incorect use of colour

Incorect use of colour

Incorect use of colour Incorect typeface

Incorect use of colour Use of 
gradients

Rotated from original angle 

Rotated from original angle 

Incorect typeface

Modified form Incorect use of colour

Modified form Modified form

Modified form

ARIACASINO

Modified 
proportions
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USE OF LOGO/ ICON
ON PHOTOGRAPHIC 
BACKGROUND

The logotype and the icon must be legible over any photographic background. It is necessary to ensure 
legibility.

The main version of the logotype must be always considered first, even if the background needs to be 
darkened (e.g. gradient), nevertheless there are other versions that might suit better the background.  41



USE OF LOGO/ ICON
ON COLOUR BACKGROUND

This colour must 
never be used.

This colour must 
never be used.

This colour must 
never be used.

This colour must 
never be used.

This colour must 
never be used.

The logotype and the icon have proper background colours. It is necessary to ensure legibility.

The main version of the logotype must be always considered first over a dark background. 
The logo must always be over one of the brand colours or white and black. 42
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 COLOUR



PRIMARY COLOUR 
PALETTE 

These colours provide a thrilling and impactful mix. 
They have been chosen to respond to each other.

The primary colour palette should be used at all times.
Their HEX values must be used to insure the colours are displayed correctly.

PANTONE 199C  
#DC0A35
R220 G10 B53
C5% M100% Y75% K1%

LIGHT GREY - 10% BLACK  
#EDEDED
R237 G237 B237
C0% M0% Y0% K10%

PANTONE 5275C  
#5B5377
R91 G83 B119
C71% M67% Y30% K15%

PANTONE 7546C  
#263746
R38 G55 B70
C87% M67% Y48% K51%

PANTONE 532C  
#1D1F29
R29 G31 B41
C87% M77% Y53% K71%
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PANTONE 207C  
#AC0033
R172 G0 B51
C21% M100% Y68% K17%

DARK GREY - 60% GREY  
#878787
R135 G135 B135
C0% M0% Y0% K60%

PANTONE 2623C  
#622066
R98 G32 B102
C72% M100% Y24% K14%

CMYK CYAN  
#009FE3
R0 G159 B227
C100% M0% Y0% K0%

These are the secondary brand colours in the Maria Casino colour palette. 
They are designed to support the primary palette.

Their HEX values must be used to insure the colours are displayed correctly.

SECONDARY COLOUR 
PALETTE 
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INFOGRAPHIC COLOUR 
PALETTE 

These are the infographic brand colours in the Maria Casino colour palette. 
They are designed to highlight all the infography displayed.

Their HEX values must be used to insure the colours are displayed correctly.

CMYK MAGENTA  
#E6007E
R230 G0 B126
C0% M100% Y0% K0%

ORANGE  
#F39200
R243 G146 B0
C0% M50% Y100% K0%

CMYK CYAN  
#009FE3
R0 G159 B227
C100% M0% Y0% K0%
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The Maria Casino gradients are designed to add a sense of thrill and excitement when 
supporting the primary and secondary colour palettes. They should be used sparingly so as 

to create impact and always as RGB or CMYK.

GRADIENTS 

CITY NEON SUNRISE CITY NEON NIGHTSHADE

This is the main gradient of the two.
It is primarily used across key titles 
and messaging.

This gradient should only be used specifically 
for displaying data sets or dashboard 
information and infographics. However can 
be applied as an outline for buttons.

ORANGE  
#F39200
R243 G146 B0
C0% M50% Y100% K0%

CMYK MAGENTA  
#E6007E
R230 G0 B126
C0% M100% Y0% K0%

CMYK CYAN  
#009FE3
R0 G159 B227
C100% M0% Y0% K0%

PANTONE 2623C  
#622066
R98 G32 B102
C72% M100% Y24% K14%

PANTONE 199C  
#DC0A35
R220 G10 B53
C5% M100% Y75% K1%
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TYPOGRAPHY



PRIMARY FONT 

B L E N D E R

THIN -  ALL  CAPS

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

0123456789

§ !@¤£#$¢%^¶&*•()ªº-_+=[]{} ; ’\ :” | `~,<.>/?

¼½¾¿ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌ Í Î ÏÑÒÓÔÕÖØÙÚÛÜß

MEDIUM -  ALL CAPS

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

0123456789

§!@¤£#$¢%^¶&*•()ªº-_+=[]{} ; ’\ :” | `~,<.>/?

¼½¾¿ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌ Í Î ÏÑÒÓÔÕÖØÙÚÛÜß
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SECONDARY FONT 

R O B O T O

LIGHT

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghi jk lmnopqrstuvwyz
0123456789
§!@¤£#$¢%^¶&*•()ªº-_+=[ ] { } ; ’ \ : ” | `~,< .>/?
¼½¾¿ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌÍ Î ÏÑÒÓÔÕÖØÙÚÛÜß

MEDIUM

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwyz
0123456789
§!@¤£#$¢%^¶&*•()ªº-_+=[]{} ; ’\ :” | `~,<.>/?
¼½¾¿ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌÍ Î ÏÑÒÓÔÕÖØÙÚÛÜß
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